Short interruptions between prewarming and intraoperative warming are associated with low intraoperative hypothermia rates.
Prevention of inadvertent hypothermia is recommended for procedures >30 minutes because hypothermia increases the risk of myocardial ischemia, intraoperative blood loss, transfusion and wound complications. Therefore, short warming interruptions between prewarming and intraoperative warming might result into lower hypothermia rates. The aim of this retrospective investigation was to determine whether the incidence of inadvertent intraoperative hypothermia was affected by the warming interruption. The lowest intraoperative body core temperature value and the warming interruption time were taken from anaesthesia records. Body core temperature was recorded continuously, and a patient was classified to be hypothermic if the lowest recorded temperature value was <36°C °C. Hypothermia rates and the correlation between warming interruption times and intraoperative hypothermia rates were calculated. 5084 patients were analysed. The intraoperative hypothermia rate was 15.3%. 19 patients (0.4%) had a recorded temperature of <35.0°C. An increase in forced-air warming interruption time was significantly associated with an increase in intraoperative hypothermia rates (P<0.0001). Patients with interruptions in forced-air warming >20 minutes showed significantly higher hypothermia rates than those with interruptions of ≤20 minutes (P<0.0001). Intraoperative hypothermia rates increased significantly with longer forced-air warming interruptions between prewarming and intraoperative warming. Short warming interruptions can preserve the effect of prewarming and are associated with low intraoperative hypothermia rates.